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Let's take some time to put together all of the different bits of code that we've been learning 
about. Since the first lesson, we have examined the following topics:

• Templates
• Namespaces
• Iterators
• The C++ string class
• The STL Associative containers: map, set, multimap, and multiset
• The STL Sequential containers: vector, deque, and list
• The STL Container Adapters: queue and priority_queue
• C++ input and output streams, a.k.a cout and friends
• Exceptions

There is enough material here that a book could be written to get a good, strong 
understanding of effective use of the Standard Template Library and the Standard C++ 
Library. Expert use is not our goal for this context, but having a good working knowledge of 
these topics will help make our code better when writing applications for Haiku.

Project: Reading Paladin Projects

For those unfamiliar, Paladin is one of the Integrated Development Environments available 
for Haiku. It was designed to have an interface similar to BeIDE, which was the main IDE for 
BeOS back in the day. One feature that sets it apart from other IDEs for Haiku is that its 
unique project file format is a text file with a specific format. This makes it possible to easily 
migrate to and away from it.

The format itself is relatively simple. Each file is a list of key/value entry pairs with one entry 
per line. This makes it possible to read and interpret the project file progressively. It also 
increases forward compatibility because new keys can be ignored by older versions of the 
program.

This project will be a cross-platform project reader. We will be using the Standard C++ 
Library along with the STL to ensure that it can be used on just about any operating system. 
The main use of this project would be to serve as a start for a program to convert Paladin 
projects to makefiles, Jamfiles, shell scripts, or other build systems.

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <list>
#include <map>
#include <string>
#include <strings.h>
#include <vector>

// Because we're doing so much in the std namespace, this will save
// us a *lot* of extra typing.
using namespace std;

// While these could -- and probably should -- be classes, we will just
// use structures for the sake of space and simplicity.
typedef struct
{

// File paths can be stored as either absolute paths, obviously



// beginning the entry with a /, or as a path relative to the
// project file's location.
string path;

// Dependencies are stored as a list of file paths separated by
// pipe symbols (|).
string dependencies;

} ProjectFile;

typedef struct
{

string name;
bool expanded;
vector<ProjectFile> files;

} ProjectGroup;

// The actual Project class used by Paladin is much more complicated
// because it also has some properties for maintaining state while the
// program is running, but this structure has all of the data that is used
// for building and maintaining a project.
typedef struct
{

map<string,string> properties;

vector<string> localIncludes;
vector<string> systemIncludes;
vector<ProjectGroup> groups;
vector<string> libraries;

} PaladinProject;

int
ReadPaladinProject(const char *path, PaladinProject &proj)
{

// Create an Input File Stream for reading the file
ifstream file;

file.open(path, ifstream::in);
if (!file.is_open())
{

// endl is a cross-platform stand-in for an end-of-line
// character. The EOL character is different on Windows,
// Haiku/Linux/UNIX, and OS X and this saves us from
// having to figure it out without sacrificing portability.
cout << "Couldn't open the file " << path << endl;
return -1;

}

// Empty the project's data to make sure we're not building
// upon existing baggage.
proj.properties.clear();
proj.localIncludes.clear();
proj.systemIncludes.clear();
proj.groups.clear();



while (!file.eof())
{

string strData;

// While the fstream class has a getline() method, it only
// works on regular strings. There is a global getline()
// function in <string> which reads data from a stream into
// a C++ string. This is the version that we will use.
getline(file, strData);

// An empty line shouldn't exist in a Paladin project, but
// let's handle the case just to prevent headaches.
if (strData.empty())

continue;

size_t pos = strData.find('=');

// npos is the maximum size for a C++ string. find() will
// return npos if the string searched for is not found.
if (pos == string::npos)

continue;

string key = strData.substr(0, pos);
string value = strData.substr(pos + 1, string::npos);

if (key.compare("GROUP") == 0)
{

// Using vectors saves us from having to worry about
// memory management and pointers. Instead, all that we
// have to do is create a new group on the stack which
// will be used to initialize the new element in the
// groups vector.
ProjectGroup newGroup;
newGroup.name = value;
proj.groups.push_back(newGroup);

}
else if (key.compare("EXPANDGROUP") == 0)
{

if (!proj.groups.empty())
proj.groups.back().expanded =

strcasecmp(value.c_str(), "yes");
}
else if (key.compare("SOURCEFILE") == 0)
{

// Quite a few dots are used to create the new file, but
// that's OK. It sure beats messing around with pointers.
ProjectFile newFile;
newFile.path = value;
proj.groups.back().files.push_back(newFile);

}
else if (key.compare("DEPENDENCY") == 0)

proj.groups.back().files.back().dependencies = value;
else if (key.compare("LIBRARY") == 0)

proj.libraries.push_back(value);
else

proj.properties[key] = value;
}



return 0;
}

int
main(int argc, char **argv)
{

PaladinProject project;

if (argc == 2)
ReadPaladinProject(argv[1], project);

else
cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <path>\n";

map<string,string>::iterator i;
for (i = project.properties.begin(); i != project.properties.end();

i++)
cout << i->first << ": " << i->second << endl;

return 0;
}

Going Further

• Use this project as a starting point for printing information about a Paladin project.
• Create a program which reads a Paladin project and spits out a makefile or Jamfile.
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